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How to make loom bracelets with fingers

Rainbow Loom band bracelets (and necklaces, trinkets, rings, headbands, oh mine) we shared here as popular as ever as children find new ways to use them. Now, the trend is to ditch the looms completely and learn how to make looms with your fingers. Our kids do it and they do the coolest crafts during playdates, on
long car rides, or while watching TV. I still have bands scattered all over my house and our loom band tutorial roundup (and our advanced loom band tutorials) are still some of the most popular posts on our site. But if you want to loom-free way, here are 10 of our favorite loom group tutorials that require nothing more
than groups and fingers. Or maybe some pencils, a hook or a fork. Now you may know that there are thousands of video tutorials on YouTube, so we've watched a lot - a lot, you guys - to find patterns we love with decent videos and clear instructions that kids can actually follow. Hope you love them! 1-5. Fishtail bracelet,
beaded bracelet, C-colored bracelet, Charm Band bracelet, double cross bracelet Pattern Tutorials We love a vibe party at SaraBeautyCorner's loom group tutorials. From balloons around her legs and cute graffiti commentary (lol), to the bright watermelon print on the table and her manicure look-at-me, she's just having
fun. And we kind of can't get enough of her magic accent! You will find 5 loom band bracelet tutorials in this tutorial (also at the top) that are some of the most stylish around too. 6. Starburst Loom Pattern Pattern Tutorial Made by Mommy has some of the simplest tutorials on YouTube, and this Starburst loom strip
template, using only a hook crochet, is a great starter pattern. You can even do it in any length you want. You know in case you want a loom strap strip, necklace, or headband. 7. Triple Link Chain Loom Pattern Tutorial Aira Tran's Triple Link Chain Rainbow loom band tutorial is a no-frills, but the instructions are clear
and easy to use. This bracelet pattern is a favorite with its large, bold loops of color. Note: With either of these videos, you can always use two fingers instead of pencils, which are sometimes easier. And you can just pull the bands with your fingers instead of the hook hook if you want to do it without additional tools at all.
8. Angeline Loom Band Bracelet Pattern Jay Zalves of DudeLoomer makes tutorials that are a little more grainy than some others, but kids enjoy his funny voices and can follow his clear instructions so they're worth a look. I love the Angeline loom band bracelet using just a hook that was originally designed by Instagram
user @queb_5898. So beautiful! 9. Pencil Loom Band Pattern This loom stripe pencil charm made simply crocheted, as demonstrated by the made mom, is likely to be from my children's backpacks until the weekend. And lunchboxes. And lightning pulls. 10. Willis loom group bracelet template tutorial Visual students
should try Willis loom band bracelet tutorial from Olgacrafts. Her videos don't have any audio instructions, but you'll find clear, up-closely excited shots of her work and she's going really slowly so you can keep up. Peppy instrumental music plays in the background, but I'll say it's getting a little old considering how long it
is. So, two tips: Use the mute button and give yourself plenty of time - it's almost 50 minutes of video. But the results? Very cool. Keep in mind, you can hang out with your kids while they get the video uploaded. I saw a few adult movie ads before some tutorials (Geez, YouTube) that scared my younger children. But
once the loom group of video tutorials begin, you can go back to what you're doing. Or hey, grab some bands and get a craft with your kids. Want more? Check out even more Rainbow Weaver Band Bracelet Craft Ideas. January 20, 2014 Kimbo So I was really going to buy a loom.. Honest. but then I realized that my
kids would outgrow these bracelets quickly.. (just like they made paracord bracelets....) so be inventive ... We decided to just do it by hand (literally!) it's super fun and everywhere! I saw rubber bandages in the most inherited places ... Joanns are probably my favorite, although the reason they have SOOOO is a lot of
colors. But walmart fell asleep and glowed in the dark! so just shop around! I have two ways for you – the packages I bought came with instructions for this journey... Basic: 1. Put both ends on the hook 2.Take any color further and pass it through the loop ... 3.Bend the ends of this elastic band together 4. and run a new
gum through it ... and repeat. When it's long enough, put the last rubber bandage on the hook to finish it! So cute! we made a bunch for Christmas and put them on every gift! And you could completely make red white and pink for Valentine's Day! then there's the fishtail (my daughter made a presentation at school on
how to make one!) lay out her colors..... and really can not stop til you did ... and your fingers will start hurting, so spead is the key! 1. First, with an elastic band, you make a figure of 8 2.then add 2 more elastic bands (on the fingers you need 3 elastic bands at all times. 3.You take the lower elastic band and take it over
the top 4. so both are in the middle ... 5. Whatever color you just took your finger off ... You add it to the top of your fingers 6. then you take the elastic band from the bottom of the 7. so its' in the middle ... 8. And put this gum color back on top! and repeat the replay when you feel it's long enough (and remember it
stretches) you add a hook (comes in gum packets!)  To where you started .... Then you will continue to remove the elastic band on your fingers until you have only one color left, and then add both sides to the end of the hook ... You can also go HERE for a big run of loom bracelets! and HERE and you can knock some
down and put them on valentines – An easy way to make a fishtail bracelet anywhere. All you need is your choice of gum colors and C or S trim the first colored elastic band on eight on two fingers. Put another one like him and then another one without turning. Take the bottom band and bring one side over your finger to
the middle and do the same on the other side. Repeat step 3 by adding another elastic band on top so that there are always three elastic bands on your fingers. But remember not to make any more turns. Continue to do this until your bracelet is the desired length. Clip it together and wear it!** Please vote for us in a
bracelet contest if you liked it! **The main prize in the competition of bracelets So.. after we shared an upside-down fishtail video you last week, we finally got around to continuing the rainbow loom of fascination in our house, with this slightly easier loom patter - a double fishtail - using your fingers. Finger approaching is
super popular in our house as my kids are only 6 and 4yrs old (the red Ted! star's video at the age of six.. so sorry him, for the odd one with the screen wandering his hand - the finger loom pattern is really easy, so that shouldn't be a problem). But I don't agree... we were given our first Rainbow Looms set by Cuthberts
Toys a few months ago, and although Red Ted can manage the board of a kilogue - just - it also found it frustrating. making rainbow bracelets with the technique of impending finger changed all that. Suddenly he approaches all day and his little 4yrs old sister goes costume. Perfect. What I really like about loom bands -
especially the Finger Loom Band models - is how kids all teach each other. Yes, I love craft with my kids, but certain things I feel them and kids listen to other kids. So.. Here we go to Red Ted, at the age of 6, teaching us how to make a double fishtail. Great. Doesn't that look pretty? It looks great in random patterns, or
why not go for a rainbow weaving bracelet!! Our double fishtail finger Loom video How supe is easy, right? Now take care when your finger approaches that you don't leave bands on your fingers for too long. I always tell my child a hundred to take a break (use up to two pens to hold the pattern) if the bands start to feel
tight while the finger approaches! Now, once you've mastered the double fishtail, why not check out our upturned fishtail pattern! Looking for more DIY friendship bracelets? Here are some great ones for camp and beyond! What is your favorite DIY bracelet? So... it finally happened ... rainbow fascination with the loom
machine the Red Ted household. And today we have an inverted fishtail using your finger pattern to share with you. It took us a little longer to get there as my kids are 4yrs and 6yrs old, and while the 6yrs old might just about manage Loom Boards, we had to discover finger coming first. Using your fingers to create loom
bracelets is just a lot easier for younger ones. While make sure they don't keep gum on their fingers for too long as it can get a little hurt!!!! If you like using the Loom Band board, there are great Rainbow Loom templates here. We got our rainbow looms of Cuthberts toys. What I really like about loom bands - especially
the Finger Loom Band models - is how kids all teach each other. Yes, I love craft with my kids, but certain things I feel are theirs (i.e. I don't want to spend hours on YouTube leaning how to do it) and kids listen to other kids. So I have my lovely 9yrs old neighbor (son of child chaos) teaching us how to make an upturned
fishtail for you. At first we weren't sure about the title, but our readers tell us that's what this pattern is called!!! Doesn't that look pretty? The room was quite big and comfortable. No extra ze - Inverted Fishtail Loom Band with your fingers I think it's a lovely pattern and once you get the hang of it, easy to make! I hope you
enjoyed this inverted pattern of fish utensils! And why not check out our double pattern of fish utensils while you're here? Looking for more DIY friendship bracelets? Here are some great ones for summer camp and beyond! Let me see your DIY friendship bracelets via Instagram, tagging @redtedart!!! @redtedart!!!
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